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In  this  study,  the  effects  of  post-annealing  on  the  structure,  surface  morphology  and  nanomechanical
properties  of  ZnO  thin  films  doped  with  a nominal  concentration  of  3  at.%  Ga  (ZnO:Ga)  are  investigated
using  X-ray  diffraction  (XRD),  atomic  force  microscopy  (AFM)  and  scanning  electron  microscopy  (SEM)
and nanoindentation  techniques.  The  ZnO:Ga  thin  films  were  deposited  on the glass  substrates  at  room
temperature  by radio  frequency  magnetron  sputtering.  Results  revealed  that  the  as-deposited  ZnO:Ga
thin  films  were  polycrystalline  albeit  the  low  deposition  temperature.  Post-annealing  carried  out  at  300,

◦

nO:Ga thin films
RD
FM
anoindentation
ardness

400 and  500 C,  respectively,  has  resulted  in  progressive  increase  in both  the  average  grain  size and  the
surface  roughness  of the  ZnO:Ga  thin  film,  in  addition  to the  improved  thin  films  crystallinity.  Moreover,
the  hardness  and  Young’s  modulus  of  ZnO:Ga  thin  films  are  measured  by  a  Berkovich  nanoindenter
operated  with  the  continuous  contact  stiffness  measurements  (CSM)  option.  The  hardness  and  Young’s
modulus  of  ZnO:Ga  thin  films  increased  as  the  annealing  temperature  increased  from  300  to 500 ◦C, with
the  best  results  being  obtained  at 500 ◦C.
. Introduction

Transparent conductive oxides (TCOs) have become increas-
ngly prominent in the fabrication of various devices such as
eterojunction solar cells [1,2], gas sensors [3] and flat panel
evices [4]. The efficiency and performance of these devices are

argely dependent on the optical and electrical properties of the
elevant TCO materials. Indium tin oxide (ITO) is the most widely
sed TCO due to its high transparency in the visible range (∼90%
t 550 nm), low resistivity (∼2 × 10−4 � cm)  and large work func-
ion (∼4.8 eV) [5].  However, recently ITO has become prohibitively
xpensive, in addition to its lack of thermal stability. As a result,
lternatives such as the impurity-doped ZnO have been actively
nvestigated. Group III elements Al [6],  Ga [7] and In [8] have been
emonstrated to exhibit the characteristics of n-type dopants for
nO. Among them, Ga is considered as one of the most promis-
ng dopants because the Ga–O covalent bond length (1.92 Å) is
ery close to that of the Zn–O (1.97 Å), which, in turn, is expected

o result in the possibility of obtaining wide range of doping
oncentration with minimum extent of lattice deformation, even
or high Ga doping concentration [9].  Furthermore, it has been
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shown that Ga is relatively oxidation resistive [10]. Previously,
Ga-doped ZnO films have been obtained using a variety of depo-
sition methods, namely sol–gel [11], chemical vapor deposition
[12], molecular beam epitaxy [13], pulsed laser deposition [14]
and radio-frequency magnetron sputtering (rf-sputtering) [15,16].
Among them, the rf-sputtering has been widely used for fabricating
oxide thin films because of its advantages of high deposition rates,
low cost, easy control and high efficiency for growing films with
good quality.

In addition to monitoring the electric and optical properties
through careful control of the processing parameters, successful
fabrication of devices based on Ga-doped ZnO thin films requires
better understanding of the mechanical characteristics of the films,
since the contact loading during processing or packaging can signif-
icantly degrade the performance of these devices. Therefore, there
is a growing demand of investigating the mechanical characteris-
tics of materials, in particular in the nanoscale regime. Nowadays,
nanoindentation is probably the most prominent technique used
in nanomechanics to investigate and characterize the mechanical
properties of the materials in the sub-micron scale. It has been
widely used to study the elastic–plastic and fracture properties on

the surfaces of bulk samples [17–19],  thin films [20–23], as well
as for small structures [24,25].  More recently, it became possible
to perform controlled compression and shear tests on sub-micron
nanostructures, such as nanopillars [26,27].
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This study is therefore focused on nanomechanical characteriza-
ions of Ga-doped ZnO thin films deposited at room-temperature on
he glass substrates using rf-sputtering system at various annealing
emperatures by means of nanoindentation technique. The struc-
ure and surface morphology of thin films were characterized using
-ray diffraction (XRD), atomic force microscopy (AFM) and scan-
ing electron microscopy (SEM). Changes in mechanical properties

or the ZnO:Ga thin films are discussed in conjunction with the vari-
tions in crystalline structure, grain size and surface morphology
esulted from annealing.

. Experimental details

The ZnO:Ga thin films investigated in the present study were
eposited on Corning 1737F glass substrates at room temperature
sing rf-sputtering from a ZnO target with a nominal Ga-doping of

 at.%. In this work, the thin films are ∼500 nm thick. The detailed
rowth procedures can be found elsewhere [28]. The as-deposited
lms were subsequently post-annealed at the temperatures rang-

ng from 300 ◦C to 500 ◦C for 1 h in atmosphere. The heating rate
as set at 20 ◦C/s and it took about 30 min  for the furnace to cool
own to room temperature after annealing.

The crystal structure of ZnO:Ga thin films were analyzed by
-ray diffraction (Panalytical X’Pert XRD, Cu K�, � = 1.5406 Å). A
canning probe microscopy (SEM, Hitachi S-2700) is used to analyze
he thin films cross-sectional structure and, the surface features
re carried out using atomic force microscopy (AFM) (Topometrix-
ccures-II). The surface roughness can be represented by center

ine average (Ra) and root-mean-square average (RRMS) [29] in the
ollowing forms:

a = 1
n

n∑
i=1

|zi| (1)

RMS =

√√√√1
n

n∑
i=1

z2
i

(2)

he center line is the line that divides the profile in such a way
uch that the net deviation is zero. Both Ra and RRMS measure the
verage vertical deviation of surface profile from the center line. It
hould be noted that these parameters can only be used to compare
ample surfaces generated by the same method [30].

Nanoindentation was conducted at room temperature using the
TS  NanoXP® system (MTS Corporation, Nano Instruments Inno-

ation Center, Oak Ridge, TN, USA) with force and displacement
esolutions of 50 nN and 0.1 nm,  respectively. A Berkovich diamond
ndenter was pressed into the films up to 80 nm with a strain rate
arying from 0.01 s−1 to 1 s−1 and additional harmonic movements
ere simultaneously performed with the amplitude and frequency

eing set at 2 nm and 45 Hz, respectively, following the contin-
ous stiffness measurements (CSM) technique [31]. The indenter
as then held at the peak load for 10 s before it was completely
ithdrawn from the specimen to avoid the influence of creep on
nloading characteristics, which were used to compute mechan-

cal properties of the specimen. Each of the tests was  performed
hen the thermal drift dropped to less than 0.01 nm/s. At least 20

ndents, each two separated by 10 �m to avoid mutual interaction,
ere conducted on each sample. It is generally accepted that the

ndentation depth should never exceed 30% of the films thickness to
void the substrate effect on hardness and modulus measurements
24]. Our samples and tests methodology were considered to ade-

uate based on this concept. We  also followed the analytic method
roposed by Oliver and Pharr [32] to determine the hardness and
oung’s modulus of as-deposited and the annealed ZnO:Ga thin
lms from the load–displacement results. In this work, hardness
Fig. 1. XRD patterns of (a) as-deposited ZnO:Ga thin film, and annealed ZnO:Ga thin
films  at the different annealing temperatures of (b) 300 ◦C, (c) 400 ◦C and (d) 500 ◦C.

and Young’s modulus are obtained as a continuous function of pen-
etration depth.

3. Results and discussion

The crystal structures and the level of crystallinity for all ZnO:Ga
thin films were identified by XRD, as displayed in Fig. 1. The
obtained XRD patterns correspond to the indexed six diffraction
peaks of wurtzite structured crystalline ZnO (JCPDS 36-1451). It is
evident that increasing the annealing temperature not only leads to
significant increase in the intensity of major diffraction peaks, such
as (0 0 2), (1 0 1), and (1 0 3) peaks, but also induces the evolvement
of new diffraction peaks, such as (1 1 0) and (1 1 2), that are other-
wise absent in the as-deposited ZnO:Ga thin films. This is indicative
that annealing does have noticeable influences on the microstruc-
ture of the films, which tends to drive the films to become more
equiaxial. Assuming a homogenous strain across the ZnO:Ga thin
films, the average grain size can be estimated from the full-width
at half-maximum (FWHM) of (0 0 2) peak using the following Sher-
rer’s relation [33]:

D = 0.9�

Bcos �
(3)

Here �, B and � denote the X-ray wavelength, the FWHM of (0 0 2)
peak, and the corresponding Bragg diffraction angle, respectively.
The estimated mean grain sizes of the as-deposited thin films is

23.5 nm and that for films annealed at 300 ◦C, 400 ◦C and 500 ◦C
are 42.2, 60.4 and 70.8 nm,  respectively. It is interesting to com-
pare the current results with that observed for ZnO films deposited
using atomic layer deposition (ALD). In that, the as-deposited
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Fig. 2. AFM images of ZnO:Ga thin films: (a) as-deposited, and annealed at the different annealing temperatures of (b) 300 ◦C, (c) 400 ◦C and (d) 500 ◦C. The inset of each
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gure  shows the corresponding cross-sectional SEM image.

nO thin films deposited at room-temperature appeared to be
argely amorphous and subsequent annealing in the same tem-
erature range resulted in smaller grain size, namely from 30 nm
o 50 nm [34].

Fig. 2 displays the surface morphology of the corresponding
nO:Ga thin films revealed by AFM. Although it is impossible to
ive a direct measure about the actual grain size from the AFM
mages, the results do exhibit apparent evolution in film grain

orphologies with increasing annealing temperatures. The mor-
hology starts with an appearance of patched grain clusters for
he as-deposited film [Fig. 2(a)]. After subjected to 1 h annealing
t 300 ◦C, it appears to evolve into individually distinctive grains

Fig. 2(b)]. Grain agglomerations are evident for films annealed at
00 ◦C [Fig. 2(c)]. For films annealed at 500 ◦C, grains evidently
tart to align along some specific orientations [Fig. 2(d)]. Since
he films were grown on glass substrates and no epitaxial relation
was expected, these phenomena might be understood as a direct
consequence of surface diffusion enabled three-dimensional grain
growth [34]. In this scenario, higher annealing temperatures lend
more thermal energy to activate atom diffusion and, hence, facil-
itate the repairing the dislocated atomic occupancies and even
promote the coalescence of adjacent grains [34,35]. As shown in
the cross-sectional SEM images inserted in Fig. 2, the films are all
with columnar structures. Thus, the major grain growth is expected
to result in marked increase in both the effective grain size and
the surface roughness of the resultant films [34–36].  Indeed, as
shown in Fig. 3, the effective grain size estimated from the Sher-
rer’s relation and the surface roughness obtained from the AFM

measurements for all ZnO:Ga thin films do give rise to consistent
results as expected.

The typical load–displacement curves for the as-deposited
and the annealed ZnO:Ga thin films are displayed in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 3. Grain size (D), average surface roughness (Ra) and root-mean-square average
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[37]:
urface roughness (RRMS) of as-deposited and annealed ZnO:Ga thin films.

he load–displacement response obtained by nanoindentation
ontains information about the elastic and plastic deformation of
he indented materials. Thus, it is often regarded as a “fingerprint”
f the film properties under identification. Mechanical proper-
ies, such as the hardness and Young’s modulus, can be readily
xtracted from the load–displacement curves like those displayed
n Fig. 4. For instance, the hardness, H, being defined as the mean

ressure under the indenter, can be calculated as the maximum
pplied load during indentation measurement, Pmax, divided by the

Fig. 4. The load–displacement curves of as-de
cience 258 (2011) 1261– 1266

projection area, Ac, of contact between the indenter and the sample
as expressed below,

H = Pmax

Ac
(4)

The projection contact area is a function of the indenter’s shape and
the contact depth, hc. For the case of an ideal pyramidal indenter,
the area function (Ac) is given by [32]:

Ac ≈ 24.5h2
c (5)

The contact depth prior to unloading thus can be directly estimated
from the load–displacement data by the following expression [32]:

hc = hmax − ε
Pmax

S
(6)

where ε is the geometric constant and, the value ε = 0.72 is generally
used for a conical or pyramidal indenter [32], S is the experimen-
tally measured stiffness of the upper portion of the unloading data,
which is given by:

S = dP

dh
(7)

Similarly, Young’s modulus is determined by assuming that the area
in contact remains constant during initial unloading. The relation-
ship between load and displacement on initial unloading is related
to the stiffness of the sample and the indenter and, to the constant
contact area between the sample and the indenter, and is given by
Er = 1
2ˇ

hc

√
�

24.5

(
dP

dh

)
(8)

posited and annealed ZnO:Ga thin films.
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Fig. 5. Nanoindentation results: (a) the hardness and (b) Young’s modulus vs. pen-
S.-K. Wang et al. / Applied Sur

1
Er

= 1 − v2

E
+ 1 − v2

i
Ei

(9)

here  ̌ is a constant depending on the geometry of the indenter,
r is the reduced modulus, E and v are the Young’s modulus and
oisson’s ratio for the sample and, Ei and vi are the same parameters
or the indenter. Poisson’s ratio for the sample is assumed to be 0.25
38] and, the elastic properties of the diamond indenter used in this
tudy are Ei = 1141 GPa and vi = 0.07 [32].

The hardness and Young’s modulus for the as-deposited and
he annealed ZnO:Ga thin films as a function of penetration
epth obtained using the analyses described above are illustrated

n Fig. 5(a) and (b), respectively. As shown in Fig. 5(a), all of
he hardness–displacement plots can be divided into two stages,
amely, initial increase to a maximum value and subsequent
ecrease to a constant value. The increase in hardness at small
enetration depth is usually attributed to the transition between
urely elastic to elastic/plastic contact and at this stage the hard-
ess is not accurately measured by the mean contact pressure. Only
nder the condition of a fully developed plastic zone does the mean
ontact pressure represent the hardness. When there is no plastic
one, or only partially formed plastic zone, the mean contact pres-
ure is less than the nominal hardness [32]. After the first stage,
he hardness decreases and reaches a constant value. The constant
haracteristic of hardness is consistent with that of a single mate-
ial; therefore, the hardness values at this stage could be regarded
s intrinsic properties of the films. The obtained hardness for the
s-deposited ZnO:Ga thin films and those annealed at 300, 400 and
00 ◦C are 8.5, 7.4, 9.6, 11.8 GPa, respectively. The hardness val-
es obtained from the abovementioned CSM measurements for all
amples under study are summarized in Fig. 5. The initial drop of
he hardness from 8.5 GPa to 7.4 GPa for the as-deposited ZnO:Ga
hin film and that annealed at 300 ◦C is believed to result from the
elaxation of residual stress in the film by the annealing process
39].

On the other hand, as displayed in Figs. 3 and 5, there is a clear
endency showing that, while increasing the annealing tempera-
ure has evidently increased the grain size of ZnO:Ga thin films,
he annealing treatment has led to the increase of film hardness,
s well. The results appeared to follow the notion of the inverse
all–Petch effect [40]. It has been pointed out that dislocations
re playing the primary role in the Hall–Petch effect, while for the
nverse Hall–Petch effect grain boundary sliding is prominent for
he film hardness [41,42]. Consequently, the behaviors observed
ere may  be indicative that grain boundary structure is more rel-
vant to the primary mechanical responses during indentation in
he ZnO:Ga thin films. This might also explain the absence of appar-
nt pop-in event in the load–displacement curves shown in Fig. 4,
herein the grain boundaries act the primary strain compensa-

ion sites and hence suppress the nucleation and propagation of
hreading dislocations needed for exhibiting pop-ins [43].

Fig. 5(b) displays a plot of Young’s modulus of as-deposited and
he annealed ZnO:Ga thin films determined using the method of
liver and Pharr [32]. The tendency of variation is similar to the
ardness results illustrated in Fig. 5(a). The values of Young’s mod-
lus for as-deposited film is 113.4 GPa, and that for films annealed
t 300, 400, and 500 ◦C are 101.3, 120.6, 138.4 GPa, respectively (see
ig. 5(c)). Furthermore, the nanomechanical properties of ZnO thin
lms by nanoindentation are summarized in Table 1.

As discussed above, the nanoindentation-induced deformation
n the present films behaves very differently from those expected
or bulk ZnO [48]. Namely, the initiation of plastic deformation,

nstead of resulting from the sudden formation and rapid sliding
f a large number of dislocations, may  have been more relevant
o grain boundary sliding and/or grain rotations [41,42]. Therefore,
he generally larger grains (∼40 to 70 nm)  obtained in the current
etration depth curves of as-deposited and annealed ZnO:Ga thin films; (c) the
hardness and Young’s modulus of as-deposited and annealed ZnO:Ga thin films.

study as compared to that of the atomic-layer-deposition ZnO thin
films, where grain size in the range of 30–50 nm were obtained
[34], may  explain the mechanical responses observed here. It is
noted that doping might also modify the grain morphology and,
hence, the mechanical behaviors of ZnO thin films. For instance,

Zhao et al. [45] reported that boron doping can decrease the thick-
ness of grain boundaries in pulsed laser deposited ZnO thin films,
which eventually brought on improvement of films hardness.
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Table 1
The mechanical properties of ZnO thin films by nanoindentation.

ZnO films/a-SA ZnO films/c-SA ZnO films/6H-SiC ZnO films Al-doped ZnO films Ga-doped ZnO films

H
11.5 ±  0.8 GPa [38] 7.4 ± 0.1 GPa [38] 5.9 ± 0.2 GPa [38] 7.2–9.8 GPa [34] 4.8 ± 1.3–7.1 ± 1.8 GPa [47] 7.4–11.8 GPaa

6.6 ± 1.2 GPa [44] 5.7 ± 0.8 GPa [44] 9.3–12.1 GPa [45]
8.7 ± 0.2 GPa [46]

E
212.2  ± 0.1 GPa [38] 150.1 ± 5.7 GPa [38] 117.1 ± 0.4 GPa [38] 139.5–168.6 GPa [34] 87.9 ± 5.5–92.2 ± 12.6 GPa [47] 101.3–138.4 GPaa

318.2 ± 50 GPa [44] 310.1 ± 40 GPa [44] 103.5–114.4 GPa [45]
154 ± 5 GPa [46]
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. Conclusion

In conclusion, a combination of XRD, AFM, cross-sectional SEM
nd nanoindentation techniques has been carried out to investigate
he microstructural and nanomechanical characteristics of ZnO:Ga
hin films annealed at the various temperatures.

The XRD analysis showed that ZnO:Ga thin films were equi-axial
olycrystalline in nature, albeit that predominant (0 0 2) orienta-
ion and a rougher surface morphology was gradually developed
ith increasing annealing temperature. Nanoindentation results

ndicated that, while the grain size was increased with increasing
nnealing temperature, the ZnO:Ga thin films have hardness rang-
ng from 7.4 to 11.8 GPa and Young’s modulus ranging from 101.3
o 138.4 GPa with increasing annealing temperature. The appar-
nt inverse Hall–Petch effect is attributed to the grain boundary
ominated mechanical responses as compared to the traditional
islocation threading mechanism.
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